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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Miguel Santolaria García      www.zirano.com has contributed to the dictionary with 10 meanings that we have approved
and collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of
the project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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de verdad
of truth (truly: REALLY, that's what I want) of truth (authentic: (a real parent wouldn't do that) of truth (emphasis:
REALLY, isn't it okay for you to do that) of good (emphasis, really true) of truth?  ( confirmation request ) 

desde luego
of course ( conversation , agreement yes .  Does that look good to you? .  Yes, of course) of course (disapproval, OF
COURSE.  .  .  is that you look silly) of course (of course.  Do you agree? Of course it is) of course (resignation, OF
COURSE.  .  .  how bad luck we are) 

meter caña
Cane to the monkey : Put cane to the monkey : Hit it. 

pasarse de
screw over (wear out, screw) 

pasarse de buena
Being too candid or innocent

pasarse de fuego
burn a meal or not be at its optimum point because you have cooked it for too long. 

pasarse de tranquilo
Being too indolent

pedir a gritos
 screaming (that window is crying out for a coat of paint) |||  crying out (demanding because it is (logical), (fair) ) ||| 
crying out (need someone a lot something) 

poner en pie
stand up (to the public, get excited) stand up (the public, show enthusiasm) stand up (building, lift (build, erect) ) stand
up (a project (start, start) ) stand up (position, lift someone) stand up (position, get up) 


